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About us

The one you can’t put down. The one you’ll never forget.



Some time ago – in 1934, to be precise – our founder was waiting for a train and couldn’t find anything good to read. What was needed, he realised, were quality books at a reasonable price. And so he decided to change things – the following year Penguin was launched, kickstarting a paperback revolution that would sweep the world.



The one you listened to this morning. The one you’re cooking from tonight.



Today, our iconic logo – originally sketched at London Zoo – can be found on bestsellers and undiscovered gems, pride of place in much-loved bookshops, neighbourhood supermarkets and almost certainly on your shelf at home. Whatever, wherever and however you like to read, we’ve got something for you.



The one that makes you laugh out loud. The one that made you sob even louder.



Almost a century after that train journey, in a very different world indeed, our Mission remains the same. Through decades and lifetimes, celebrations and crises, Penguin has always, always made books for everyone. Books that can change your mood or your mind. Your commute or your community. The way you eat or the way you sleep. Today, tomorrow or your entire life.








Explore our publishing houses



Our nine creatively and editorially independent publishing houses seek out and enable talented people from all walks of life to tell their stories – and make sure they are heard. From bestselling writers and bold illustrators to big thinkers and political commentators, trailblazing entrepreneurs and wellbeing experts, we are home to some of the world's most celebrated authors. 



Find out more about each of our publishing houses and their authors below.


















































What we're reading








Discover our Social Impact work
See our progress





Getting published
What are our editors looking for?
Get Published





Cover Design Award
2022 Cover Design Award shortlist
emerging talent 





Careers
Take a look at our current vacancies
Join us






Sign up to the Penguin Newsletter
For the latest books, recommendations, author interviews and more
By signing up, I confirm that I'm over 16. To find out what personal data we collect and how we use it, please visit our Privacy Policy
E-mailSign Up
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Stay connected
Follow Penguin
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Penguin Books Limited
A Penguin Random House Company.© 1995 –2024 Penguin Books Ltd. Registered number: 861590 England. Registered office: 20 Vauxhall Bridge Rd, London,SW1V 2SA, UK.
